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and decarbonize. 
On May 18 
at 10:00 – 11:30 EET 

Speakers

Discussion participants

Fabio Poretti 
Technical & Scientific Officer  
CEWEP

With degrees in both Mechanical and Energy Engineering 
and a robust research experience in diverse matters such 
as energy and material recovery from residues, Fabio 
Poretti assists CEWEP, the Confederation of European 
Waste-to-Energy plants, as Technical & Scientific Officer. 
He manages and co-ordinates key projects in the 
Waste-to-Energy sector and the European Green Deal, 
particularly regarding energy and climate issues, is one 
of his main areas of expertise.

Juha Ripatti 
Head of Business Intelligence 
Westenergy Oy Ab

Part of the Westenergy team since 2015, Juha is a 
member of the younger generation of energy and 
circular economy professionals. As Head of Business 
Intelligence, his task is to help the company find the right 
strategic path towards a climate positive and even more 
circular future. As a passionate proponent of industrial 
decarbonization, one of his specific areas of expertise is 
CCUS, a technology which may prove crucial for not only 
the waste-to-energy industry but many other European 
industrial sectors as well.

Suvi Karirinne 
Director 
VEBIC

Director Dr. Suvi Karirinne has over twenty years’ 
experience working both in the university and in the 
various business sectors as a RDI-team and degree 
programme leader as well as RD-project manager in 
the industrial production infrastructure development 
projects. Most recently she has worked as a division 
manager in the circular economy business sector. 
Currently she works as a director of multidisciplinary 
Vaasa Energy Business Innovation Centre (VEBIC) at the 
University of Vaasa.
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SAVE THE DATE 18-5-2021 

Join Westenergy to hear and discuss, how our sector 
can help all of society to integrate, decarbonize and 
circularize through new technologies, new value chains 
and new ways of thinking in Finland, in the EU and 
globally – and what the prerequisites for success are.

Westenergy Oy Ab
Westenergy Oy Ab is a circular economy company that refines waste into heat, electricity and recovered material. The energy 
produced at Westenergy has a significant impact in reducing the need for fossil fuels in energy production. We cover about 60 % 
of the district heating needed in the Vaasa region and are one of the largest heat producers at the region. By producing material 
for earthwork and recycled metals and by participating actively in developing circular economy in our operation area, Westenergy 
is creating a cleaner and more sustainable future.

Henri Kinnunen 
CEO 
Woima Corporation

Henri has a vast experience in leading large global 
projects in challenging location successfully. He has 
gained significant know-how from waste-to-value and 
circular economy business during the past years by 
being involved in more than 500 sales projects globally. 
He is the CEO of WOIMA which has evolved from a 
start-up company to a recognized serious player in the 
field of circular economy.

Sanna Hautamaa 
Communications Officer  
Westenergy Oy Ab

As a Communications Officer, Sanna Hautamaa is skilled 
at making technical processes more understandable for 
audiences of all ages and at the same time capable of 
presenting Westenergy’s operations to experts and 
professionals on a detailed level. Through her work, 
Sanna wants to give people the chance to learn that 
even the small changes can have an impact on making 
a difference in this world.

Studio HostModerator

Karoliina Muukkonen 
Senior Advisor in Energy Production
Finnish Energy

Karoliina has worked successfully on a wide range of 
investment projects on energy sector during her career. 
Her inquiring approach helps her to see matters from 
multiple perspectives and to challenge even her own 
points of view to achieve the best possible solution. 
Her expertise is a valued asset at Finnish Energy where 
she works as a Senior Advisor in Energy Production, 
providing advocacy services focused on waste-to-
energy and bioenergy. 


